
How to play 

WILD 

The WILD symbol substitutes for all other paying symbols in both base game and Free Spins. 

WILD symbols can appear on all reels. 

WILD SYMBOLS 

Random low paying symbols can turn WILD when the ELEPHANT totem is activated in the base game 
and Free Spins. 

Entire reels can turn Wild when the RHINO totem is activated in base game and Free Spins. 

SCATTER SYMBOLS 

The BONUS and SUNRISE symbols are both Scatter symbols which also act as Wild symbols and 
substitute for all other paying symbols. 

The SUNRISE symbol only appears on reel 5 in Free Spins. 

BONUS 

BONUS symbols can appear on all reels in the base game. 

Land 3 or more BONUS symbols to trigger Free Spins. 

Land 2 BONUS symbols to trigger Drum modifiers. 

SUPER BET™ 

SUPER BET™ is an additional bet that will double your current bet and award the following 
enhancements in the base game. 

Land 2 or more BONUS symbols to trigger Free Spins. 

Land 1 BONUS symbols to trigger Drum modifiers. 

DRUM MODIFIERS (BASE GAME) 

When landing 2 or 1 (if SUPER BET™ is active) BONUS symbols a Drum modifier will be activated. 

The following Drum modifiers are active in base game: 

FREE SPINS TRIGGER – Awards entrance into Free Spins. 

WILD REELS - 1 or more WILD REELS will be activated. 

WILD SYMBOLS – One or more low paying symbols will be randomly chosen and transformed into 
Wild symbols. 

ALL WINS – A win multiplier between x2-x10 becomes active. 

DRUM MODIFIERS (FREE SPINS) 

When landing 3 or 2 (if SUPER BET™ is active) BONUS symbols Free Spins will start. The BONUS 
symbol is only active on reel 5 in Free Spins. 



When a BONUS symbol lands on reel 5, any win lines are awarded, then a random Drum modifier is 
activated and triggered on the subsequent spin. All activated modifiers remain for the duration of 
Free Spins. 

The following Drum modifiers are active in Free Spins: 

WILD REELS – 1/2 or 3 WILD REELS will be activated. 

ALL WINS – Multipliers can be activated up to a maximum x10 for the duration of Free Spins. 

ELIMINATOR - A low paying symbol is removed for the duration of Free Spins. 

WILD SYMBOLS - One or more low paying symbols are replaced with a Wild symbol for the duration 
of Free Spins. 

FREE SPINS 

During Free Spins BONUS symbols can land on reel 5 and award Drum modifiers. 

Free Spins are unlimited until the SUNRISE symbol lands on reel 5. 

Once the SUNRISE symbol has landed 1 final spin is played out. 

Free Spins will end if the maximum win has been achieved. 

Free Spins are played with the same total bet, awards and winning combinations as the game that 
triggered the feature. 

If Free Spins are triggered with extra BONUS symbols, the LION totem is activated at the beginning of 
Free Spins with a win multiplier according to the table below: 

 

BONUS BONUS (SUPER 
BET™) 

MULTIPLIERS 

4 3 X2 

5 4, 5 X3 

 

DRUM MODIFIER 

WILD REELS 

When the RHINO totem is activated entire reels will turn WILD! 

The WILD REEL(s) will persist during Free Spins and will randomly move between the reels. The 
maximum number of WILD REELS that can be awarded is 4 in the base game and 3 in Free Spins. 

If a BONUS or SUNRISE symbol lands behind a WILD REEL in reel 5 in Free Spins, these symbols will 
still be activated. 

ELIMINATOR 

When the VULTURE totem is activated, one low paying symbol is eliminated from the reels at the 
end of the spin. GOLD low paying symbols will not be eliminated. 

 



WILD SYMBOLS 

When the ELEPHANT totem is activated, one or more low paying symbols becomes WILD in the 
subsequent spin. The GOLD variant acts as a WILD. 

ALL WINS 

When the LION totem is activated in the base game - a multiplier of maximum x10 is applied to the 
current spin. In Free Spins the multiplier awarded is added to the current multiplier, which starts at 
x1 up to a maximum of x10, and applies to the subsequent spins. Multipliers are awarded in x1 and 
x2 increments. 

 


